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Background & context

This is the one time each year in which the Board gets a 
formal presentation from the full senior team on the 
organization's activities. Last year you found this useful and 
asked us to keep doing it.
This will be mostly a download. 
But, feel free to ask questions throughout. There will be time 
for preliminary discussion at the end, and tomorrow we will 
have two hours devoted to getting your input.



Goals

 

1. To share with the Board what's happened in the first six 
months of 2012-13;

2. To give the Board an opportunity to reflect on where we're 
at, and decide whether it wants to refine or revise its 
general direction as we begin planning for 2013-14.



Agenda

1. Recap 2012-13 plan basics: targets, finances/staffing, key 
activities Sue 15 minutes

2. Deep dives into programmatic departments: Product & 
Engineering and Grantmaking & Programs Erik, Anasuya, 
Frank 1 hour 45 minutes

LUNCH BREAK
3. Assessment of where we're at against plan: basics, 

activities and targets Sue, Erik, Frank 30 minutes
4. Learnings from 2012-13 thus far, and lookahead to our 

initial thinking about 2013-14 Sue 30 minutes
5. Questions and preliminary discussion All 30 minutes
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Recap: 2012-13 plan finances

The 2012-13 plan calls for a 32% increase in revenue from 
2011-12 projections, to $46.1 million. We plan to increase 
spending from 2011-12 projections of $27.2 million to $42.1 
million, including the $11.2 million allocated to the FDC 
process. The reserve is planned to grow 13% from 2011-12 
projections, to $31.7 million.

* Wikimedia Foundation 2012-13 plan, slides 54 and 55, http://upload.wikimedia.
org/wikipedia/foundation/4/4f/2012-
13_Wikimedia_Foundation_Plan_FINAL_FOR_WEBSITE.pdf

Please note in this deck all slides that are greyed out are direct quotes from the 2012-13 plan 
or from the Board-approved Narrowing Focus proposal.

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/foundation/4/4f/2012-13_Wikimedia_Foundation_Plan_FINAL_FOR_WEBSITE.pdf
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/foundation/4/4f/2012-13_Wikimedia_Foundation_Plan_FINAL_FOR_WEBSITE.pdf
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/foundation/4/4f/2012-13_Wikimedia_Foundation_Plan_FINAL_FOR_WEBSITE.pdf
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/foundation/4/4f/2012-13_Wikimedia_Foundation_Plan_FINAL_FOR_WEBSITE.pdf


Recap: 2012-13 plan staffing

The 2012-13 plan reflects our continued desire to invest in 
programmatic capacity by growing the staff, with an emphasis 
on thoughtful recruitment and integration of new people. In 
2012-13, we plan to grow the staff 46% from 119 to 174.*
* Wikimedia Foundation 2012-13 plan, slides 54 and 55, http://upload.wikimedia.
org/wikipedia/foundation/4/4f/2012-
13_Wikimedia_Foundation_Plan_FINAL_FOR_WEBSITE.pdf

(Please note that Narrowing Focus removed 10 FTEs from the 2012-13 plan, 
leaving us with an adjusted EOF target headcount of 164.)

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/foundation/4/4f/2012-13_Wikimedia_Foundation_Plan_FINAL_FOR_WEBSITE.pdf
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/foundation/4/4f/2012-13_Wikimedia_Foundation_Plan_FINAL_FOR_WEBSITE.pdf
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/foundation/4/4f/2012-13_Wikimedia_Foundation_Plan_FINAL_FOR_WEBSITE.pdf
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/foundation/4/4f/2012-13_Wikimedia_Foundation_Plan_FINAL_FOR_WEBSITE.pdf


Recap: Narrowing Focus 'What We Are'

● Engineering: We are responsible for the Wikimedia sites 
(hosting & code), which means we first and foremost 
should strive to be a world class engineering and product 
development organization. These are the primary 
mechanisms we have to influence the size, health and 
effectiveness of the Wikimedia community.

● Grantmaking: We are stewards of the Wikimedia 
trademarks and the annual site-wide fundraising 
campaign, have ultimate responsibility for extending 
affiliation and financial support to individuals and 
organizations seeking to support Wikimedia above and 
beyond direct participation on the websites. This includes 
giving out money, and supporting the creation of 
excellence in programmatic activities movement-wide.



Recap: Narrowing Focus 'Top Priorities'

● Visual Editor -- creating a first-rate editing 
experience that doesn't require markup

● Editor engagement -- finding & productizing 
ways to engage new editors

● Mobile -- enhancing the user experience for users 
on mobile devices, including expanding access 
via Wikipedia Zero

● Expanded grant-making capacity (FDC plus 
next-iteration WGP). Improving grantmaking so 
it's strategic, impactful, accountable.



2012-13 Plan Targets

Stabilize number of active editors (all projects except Commons) to 86,000 by July 1, 
2013 from 85,000 in March 2012.
We’re currently seeing a 1.5% y-o-y decline in active editors for all projects combined, and 
we believe reversing the decline will take sustained effort on multiple fronts. In 2012-13, we 
hope that the following initiatives will contribute materially to growing the community of (text) 
contributors: editor engagement features, editor engagement experiments, visual editor, 
internationalization, and site performance improvements.
Increase the number of contributors who make at least one upload to Wikimedia 
Commons from 18.6K in March 2012 to 25K in June 2013, including 1K mobile 
uploaders per month (from 0).
There is a huge opportunity to increase the number of people donating images to the 
projects. The number of contributors to Commons grew by about 25% from March 2011 to 
March 2012, compared with ~12% in the prior year. We attribute this to two factors: The 
upload usability improvements made by the WMF (rolled out in May 2011), and the very 
successful “Wiki Loves Monuments” competition run by a number of chapters in fall 2011. In 
2012-13, the WMF will for the first time provide a mobile app to support Wiki Loves 
Monuments, and will invest generally in mobile uploading and quality control. We will also 
continue to make usability and integration improvements to drive overall growth.



2012-13 Plan Targets (cont.)

Continue to expand participation in the Global Education Program from 79 to 
150 classes with at least 50% female participation, leading to an increase in 
quality content added by students from 19M characters in 2011-12 to at least 
25M characters in 2012-13.
Professors assigning article-writing to their classes is a model that has generated 
lots of high-quality material for Wikipedia. In 2011-12, the WMF was able to grow 
the number of classes participating in the program from 33 (spring term 2011) to 
79 (spring term 2012), despite spending less than in the previous year. After 
executing well-documented pilots in India, Brazil and Egypt, our goal now is to use 
what we have learned from these pilots to establish sustainable programs in all 
three strategic target geographies by the end of 2012-13, making sure that our 
growth rate is both ambitious and aligned with the ability of the existing 
communities to support it. We will also be further supporting the successful 
programs in the U.S. and in Canada, while preparing to hand over those two 
programs entirely to the community by mid-2013. We assume that at least 50% of 
the new contributors (globally) will be women.



2012-13 Plan Targets (cont.)

Increase active editors in priority geographies (India, Brazil and Arabic 
language region) by 800 active editors with focus on quality contributors 
that can help build small-to-medium sized projects and add diversity to 
larger projects rather than pure quantity.
Opportunity: Contribute to the growth of Indian EN:WP active editors from ~1,500 
to 1,750 by June 2013; Support five Indic language projects to expand their 
communities by at least 50% contributing to growth of at least 200 new editors on 
Indic language projects; Contribute to the growth of AR:WP active editors from 
~650 to 1,000 by June 2013; Contribute to the stabilization and growth of the 
Brazilian PT:WP active editor community from 1,500 to 1,700.

Narrowing Focus de-prioritized this



2012-13 Plan Targets (cont.)

Reach 4 billion mobile page views per month by June 2013 with at least 15% 
from the Global South. Serve 200 million page views/month at no charge via 
Wikipedia Zero partners in the Global South.
Opportunity: Continue strong growth of mobile PVs worldwide, based on current 
trajectory. Currently, the Global South represents 12% of total mobile page views; 
15% represents accelerated growth in the Global South v. Global North in an 
environment of high growth across the board. We will initiate and launch 
partnerships with mobile operators representing 600 million subscribers in 
2012/13.  13% of these subscribers have mobile Internet today and we assume 
20% would read Wikipedia regularly (slightly lower than our global average WP 
penetration rate). This results in 15 million readers. Assume 12 
pageviews/month/reader based on data from Telefonica experience.



Agenda

1. Recap 2012-13 plan basics: targets, finances/staffing, key 
activities Sue 15 minutes

2. Deep dives into programmatic departments: Product 
& Engineering and Grantmaking & Programs Erik, 
Anasuya, Frank 1 hour 45 minutes

LUNCH BREAK
3. Assessment of where we're at against plan: basics, 

activities and targets Sue, Erik, Frank 30 minutes
4. Learnings from 2012-13 thus far, and lookahead to our 

initial thinking about 2013-14 Sue 30 minutes
5. Questions and preliminary discussion All 30 minutes



NF Priority 3: Mobile

ERIK -- VISUAL EDITOR & EDITOR ENGAGEMENT
30 MINUTES



NF Priority 1: Visual Editor

● Wikimedia's highest priority engineering initiative
● Team:

○ Product Owner: James Forrester
○ Lead Engineers: Trevor Parscal (editor), Gabriel 

Wicke (parser)
○ Developers: Roan Kattouw (p/t), Rob Moen, Timo 

Tijhof (p/t), Mark Holmquist, Submaranya Sastry, 
Inez Korczyński (Wikia), Christian Williams (Wikia)

● Commitments in Annual Plan:
○ Limited English Wikipedia release for real-world 

editing in December 2012
○ Deployed to majority of Wikimedia wikis and ready 

for default usage by July 2013



SCREENSHOT - PRODUCTION



SCREENSHOT - PRODUCTION



NF Priority 1: Visual Editor

● Limited English Wikipedia release for real-world editing 
in December 2012
○ Done. Opt-in user preference.
○ Real world edits are possible; >500 edits so far.
○ Lots of content cannot be edited yet.
○ Requiring pre-save review until parser consistently 

produces clean diffs.
● Deployed to majority of Wikimedia wikis and ready for 

default usage by July 2013
○ Ambitious, but still on track for going default on 

Wikipedia. Sister projects often use specialized 
extensions that will require additional work.



NF Priority 1: Visual Editor

Scope for July 2013 as of January (may change!):

● Be able to edit the majority of  content that new users 
will be expected to  create or alter (text, links, lists, 
categories,  images, references, and at least the core 
‘basic’ templates like {{cite web}}); not tables yet.

● A parser that copes with a greater range of wikitext 
variations, as a service scaled to handle Wikimedia’s 
edit rate (~10/second).

● Replacing the “Edit” button (the wikitext editor will still 
be available through “Edit source”) on all language 
Wikipedias and possibly Meta and Commons.

● Basic support for template metadata so that Visual 
Editor can provide friendly forms



NF Priority 2: Editor Engagement

Beyond wiki markup, we know that there are additional 
challenges deterring new editors:

● High UX complexity throughout, beyond editing
○ Talk pages
○ Workflows of various kinds 

● Likelihood to get reverted / negative warning / criticism 
is high

● Discovering entry-level tasks (i.e., things to do) is hard
● Aside from watchlist (which mostly serves experienced 

users), few mechanisms that incentivize continued 
engagement



NF Priority 2: Editor Engagement

Editor engagement work at WMF is done by two teams:

● the original editor engagement team ("E2")
○ Focus on larger system-level features
○ Product Owner: Fabrice Florin
○ Lead Developer: Ryan Kaldari
○ Developers: Benny Situ, Matthias Mullie, Luke Welling, Andrew 

Garrett (very p/t)
○ Design: Vibha Bamba, Brandon Harris

● the editor engagement experimentation team ("E3")
○ Smaller, focused interventions
○ Product Owner: Steven Walling
○ Devs: Ori Livneh (lead), S Page, Matt Flaschen
○ Research: Dario Taraborelli, Ryan Faulkner, Maryana Pinchuk (split 

research/product role)
○ Design: Munaf Assaf





NF Priority 2: Editor Engagement

Echo (Notifications)
● Infrastructure for delivering various types of 

notifications
● Unified mechanism for keeping users informed & calling 

them back
● Beginning with existing ones (superseding "You have 

new messages") and some new ones (e.g. reverts)
● Foundation for other features, we don't expect it to 

move the needle immediately
● Challenges: Scaling, UX (notification management)
● Commitment in Annual Plan: 

○ Implement shallow notifications system for user-
relevant events by end of Q2. 

○ Launch scalable notifications system by end of Q4.



COMPOSITE SCREENSHOT - PRODUCTION



MOCKUP



NF Priority 2: Editor Engagement

Echo commitments:

● Implement shallow notifications system for user-
relevant events by end of Q2. 

○ Done. Shallow implementation was deployed to 
mediawiki.org atxs end of Q2. Not widely deployed 
as we need scalable backend for en.wp rollout.

● Launch scalable notifications system by end of Q4.
○ On track. Our goal is to deploy with a new backend 

to en.wp by the end of Q3.



NF Priority 2: Editor Engagement

Flow
● Alternative to talk page paradigm
● Rather than all-in-one replacement (LiquidThreads), 

start with manageable use case: user-to-user 
communication

○ User talk pages particularly broken, critical to new 
editor experience

● Foundation for single feed of relevant events (e.g. 
including edit suggestions, invitations and notices of 
various types, etc.)

● Commitment in Annual Plan:
○ Launch new user-to-user messaging and scalable 

notifications system by end of Q4



Mockup Wikia's Message Wall



NF Priority 2: Editor Engagement

Flow commitments
● Launch new user-to-user messaging and scalable 

notifications system by end of Q4
● Unlikely beyond early prototypes. Our focus is 

still on ensuring a robust and quality user 
experience for Echo before shifting gears. Our goal 
is to at least have a first prototype of Flow running 
on mediawiki.org by Q4.

● We're assessing the Wikia codebase to see if it can 
be built upon. However, Wikia itself currently has 
limited resourcing on messaging.

● Along with Visual Editor, full implementation of Flow 
(beyond user talk pages) will likely be our single 
most complex engineering effort in 2013-14.



Editor engagement experiments (E3)
● Focused interventions to move the needle
● Strongly data-driven approach, builds some of its own 

analytics tooling
● Annual Plan commitment:

○ Conduct a minimum of 15 product and community 
experiments designed to directly increase new 
editor engagement and retention.

○ Around October, we shifted from granular, 
disconnected experiments to working within a user 
lifecycle framework

○ Most of our effort is spent on technology 
interventions, rather than community experiments

NF Priority 2: Editor Engagement



User Lifecycle Framework
Enables team to break down editor engagement problem into smaller components

English Wikipedia, October 2012
# of users that register and cross an edit threshold in 30 days

● For context, English Wikipedia Active Editors/Month: ~32k
● Approximately 18% of active editors in any given month joined in that month
● Current focus is on the post-registration stage of the funnel, since intent to help Wikipedia (which 

may or may not translate to intent to edit!)  is high, and we currently lose a lot of people at this 
stage.



● 4% increase in conversion rate (28.6% --> 32.6%), but negligible impact on active 
editors

● Improvements could result in 5,000 additional registrations/month on enwiki
● But without other changes, we don't expect impact on active editors

Account Creation Improvements

Old Interface New Interface



"Getting Started" Onboarding Improvements
Old Interface New Interface

Attempt edit in 24 
hours

Complete edit in 24 
hours

27.2%

20.0%

31.3%   --->   +4.1%

21.9%   --->   +1.9%



 

Getting Started 
launched









NF Priority 3: Mobile

FRANK & ERIK -- WIKIPEDIA ZERO AND 
MOBILE  CONTRIBUTIONS

30 MINUTES







































3,576 files uploaded through WLM app, 500 distinct uploaders, 
17K active installs

SCREENSHOTS - PRODUCTION



New mobile skin enables us to add contributory features

SCREENSHOTS - PRODUCTION



GeoAPI makes geo-location features possible

SCREENSHOT - PRODUCTION



Mobile Watchlist: Give existing editors a reason to log 
in, start viewing mobile as contributory

SCREENSHOT - PRODUCTION



Mobile Editing in Beta

SCREENSHOT - PRODUCTION



Mobile Uploads in Beta, "Nearby" in Alpha

SCREENSHOT - PRODUCTION



Mobile commitments
● Mobile Photo Uploading:  Develop “mobile photographers” as the first cohort of 

mobile  contributors. “Wiki Loves Monuments” (September 2012) will be the 
pilot; if successful, we will integrate uploading functionality more deeply into the 
mobile app/web experience.

○ Done / in progress. We successfully launched the WLM app and have 
begun implementing mobile photo uploading functionality both in a 
dedicated app and on the mobile web.

● Mobile Contributions: Experiment with micro-tasks and simple text manipulation. 
We can’t assume that full-page editing is the right answer for the mobile format. 
By the end of Q3 we will start piloting mobile editing/micro-contribution 
functionality and begin prioritizing successful contribution features.

○ In progress. We've launched an experimental mobile editing interface, and 
will continue to iterate on it. Other microtask experiments will likely take a 
backseat to hitting our mobile photo upload target.



NF Priority 4: Grantmaking

ANASUYA & FRANK -- GRANTMAKING 
AND PROGRAM EVALUATION

15 MINUTES



Grantmaking: the past six months
● Transitions: changes in leadership, structures and 

roles
● Narrowing focus: grantmaking as one of the four 

priorities 
● Global Development restructured: Grantmaking and 

Programs
● Grantmaking team expanded: Senior Director of 

Grantmaking; FDC Senior Program Officer; Grants 
Administrator; Head, Individual Engagement Grants

● L&E team shifted focus: from catalysts to grants



Grantmaking map

With WMF...
$8.7 mn allocated globally

Map excludes WMF (4,459,000)

Country Amount
Germany $1,790,000
United Kingdom $556,336
Switzerland $362,000
Netherlands $350,000
Sweden $341,570
Austria $220,000
Argentina $146,854
Israel $141,172
Serbia $101,018
France $94,000
Hungary $68,242
South Africa $27,315
United States $16,457
Venezuela $13,225
Mexico $10,183
Brazil $9,025
Ghana $3,306
Canada $2,345
Kenya $2,300
Morocco $2,200
India $1,554
South Korea $1,400
Slovakia $735



Grantmaking types: project + annual
 

Wikimedia Grants Program / Participation Support $0.21 mm

FDC $8.51 mm



Number of grants

Wikimedia Grants Program (project grants) 18

FDC (annual general support grants) 11

Participation Support grants (travel)    8



Highlights of the past six months
Grants
● Launch of the FDC process and successful completion of Round 1 of 

funding
● Launch of Individual Engagement Grants
● Grant for first ever Central and Eastern Europe meeting in Belgrade (first 

face-to-face with Greeks, Belarusians, Slovenians)
● First non-movement grant in Africa with ITOCA

Analytics
● Global Development/Grantmaking and Programs dashboard for team goals 

launched (http://gp.wmflabs.org/)
● Pilot use of analytics for decision-making (Kenya) and grants review 

(Armenia)
Process
● New legal and financial safeguards: grant agreements focus on 

governance and accountability
● Process backlog in the Grants Program eliminated, usability improved 

http://global-dev.wmflabs.org/


Challenges of the past six months

● Transitions: leadership, structures, roles
● Narrowing focus: changing catalyst 

programs into grants (India with CIS; Brazil 
under exploration)

● FDC process: a heavy lift, operationally and 
strategically

● Four 'extraordinary events' related to 
chapter governance and compliance



Next steps: six months and beyond
● Clarity in process and focus: improving structures and systems, and 

supporting the different levels of community members, groups and 
organisations through our grantmaking (individuals, teams, groups, proto-
chapters, chapters, movement partners etc)

● Alignment: with AffCom and movement governance issues

● Reaching the unreached: communications outreach to larger community 
about grantmaking resources

● Strategic priorities: developing a strategy on effective grantmaking in the 
global South and for narrowing the gender gap

● FDC Year 1 learnings: reflecting back on Year 1 of the FDC post Round 
2, and feeding into Year 2 processes

● Understanding impact of movement resources: developing an effective 
L&E framework for grants, particularly movement organisations and their 
programmatic effectiveness; commissioning research on effective rates of 
growth of non-profits, particularly for grantmakers supporting a movement



Entity 2012 
Budget 
(Current) 
(USD)

2013 
Budget 
(Proposed) 
(USD)

Budget 
Growth 
Rate

2012 WMF 
grants/
payments 
(USD)

2013 FDC 
Allocation 
Request 
(USD)

Movement 
Resources 
Growth 
Rate

Final FDC 
Allocation

Argentina 101,537 143,956 42% 99,451 143,528 44% 146,854

Australia 41,730 666,659 1498% 41,730 291,115 598% 0

Deutschland 4,316,000 7,475,000 73% 3,976,288 1,820,000 -54% 1,790,000

France 1,591,000 1,396,652 -12% 451,193 961,109 113% 94,000

Israel 53,957 145,026 169% 53,957 145,026 169% 141,172

Magyarország 64,886 76,568 18% 47,250 67,477 43% 67,477

Netherlands 405,600 607,945 50% 200,818 471,445 135% 350,000

Österreich 169,284 267,017 58% 183,067 241,088 32% 220,000

Sverige 418,588 683,140 63% 297,847 341,570 15% 341,570

Switzerland 460,000 758,050 65% 194,628 560,000 188% 362,000

UK 541,134 1,365,242 152% 398,485 919,868 131% 536,336

Total $8,163,716 $13,585,255  $5,944,714 $5,962,226  $4,049,409

FDC 2012-2013 Round 1 Funding Snapshot*

*This table excludes WMF, which applied for the current fiscal year (2012-13). WMF's budget was about USD 28,281,000 for FY 2011-12 
and about USD 42,070,000 for FY 2012-13, yielding a growth rate of 149%. The FDC request for 2012-13 was USD 4,459,000, 15% less 
than the USD 5,269,671 retained for non-core expenses the previous year. 



Observations and 
reflections



Questions
Movement: where should our resources (donor contributions) go, and for 
what?

● What kinds of organisational forms are most effective in our movement, for 
what kinds of work?

● What kind of programs have meaningful impact on our sites? 

● How do we reach more deeply into our community to support contributors 
and community leaders better?

WMF and Grantmaking Team: how do we meet our strategic goals and 
priorities?

● How do we re-align the grantmaking strategy to focus on impact, including 
participation goals (global South, women editors)?

● What does an effective shared learning and evaluation framework look like 
for our movement? 



1. Short term goal: provide FDC with a high-level 
impact analysis for programmatic activities by 
October 2013 (prior to next round of FDC 
meetings)

2. Long term goals: (1) drive impact, 
effectiveness and efficiency of programs 
through rigorous analysis prior, during and after 
programmatic activities, and (2) create a culture 
of shared learning in order to increase impact of 
programs 

Program evaluation



Agenda

1. Recap 2012-13 plan basics: targets, finances/staffing, key 
activities Sue 15 minutes

2. Deep dives into programmatic departments: Product & 
Engineering and Grantmaking & Programs Erik, Anasuya, 
Frank 1 hour 45 minutes

LUNCH BREAK
3. Assessment of where we're at against plan: basics, 

activities and targets Sue, Erik, Frank 30 minutes
4. Learnings from 2012-13 thus far, and lookahead to our 

initial thinking about 2013-14 Sue 30 minutes
5. Questions and preliminary discussion All 30 minutes



Recap: 2012-13 plan finances & staffing

The 2012-13 plan calls for a 32% increase in revenue from 
2011-12 projections, to $46.1 million. We plan to increase 
spending from 2011-12 projections of $27.2 million to $42.1 
million, including the $11.2 million allocated to the FDC 
process. The reserve is planned to grow 13% from 2011-12 
projections, to $31.7 million. * Wikimedia Foundation 2012-13 plan, slides 54 and 55, http:
//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/foundation/4/4f/2012-13_Wikimedia_Foundation_Plan_FINAL_FOR_WEBSITE.pdf

Results to date: As of December 31, revenue is at $30.9 
million, $1 million (3%) ahead of plan. Spending is at $15.4 
million, $2.3 million (13%) under plan. Cash is currently at 
$41.1 million, $1.7 million (4%) ahead of plan.

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/foundation/4/4f/2012-13_Wikimedia_Foundation_Plan_FINAL_FOR_WEBSITE.pdf
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/foundation/4/4f/2012-13_Wikimedia_Foundation_Plan_FINAL_FOR_WEBSITE.pdf
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/foundation/4/4f/2012-13_Wikimedia_Foundation_Plan_FINAL_FOR_WEBSITE.pdf


Recap: 2012-13 plan finances & staffing

The 2012-13 plan reflects our continued desire to invest in 
programmatic capacity by growing the staff, with an emphasis 
on thoughtful recruitment and integration of new people. In 
2012-13, we plan to grow the staff 46% from 119 to 174.* * 
Wikimedia Foundation 2012-13 plan, slides 54 and 55, http://upload.wikimedia.
org/wikipedia/foundation/4/4f/2012-
13_Wikimedia_Foundation_Plan_FINAL_FOR_WEBSITE.pdf

Results to date: Ten positions were removed from plan as 
part of Narrowing Focus, making the total year target 164 
(39% growth over 2011-12). As of Feb 1, total staffing is at 
134, leaving us 30 roles to fill over the next five months, 21% 
behind plan. 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/foundation/4/4f/2012-13_Wikimedia_Foundation_Plan_FINAL_FOR_WEBSITE.pdf
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/foundation/4/4f/2012-13_Wikimedia_Foundation_Plan_FINAL_FOR_WEBSITE.pdf
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/foundation/4/4f/2012-13_Wikimedia_Foundation_Plan_FINAL_FOR_WEBSITE.pdf
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/foundation/4/4f/2012-13_Wikimedia_Foundation_Plan_FINAL_FOR_WEBSITE.pdf


2012-13 Plan Targets: Active Editors

Stabilize number of active editors (all projects except Commons) to 86,000 by July 1, 
2013 from 85,000 in March 2012.
We’re currently seeing a 1.5% y-o-y decline in active editors for all projects combined, and 
we believe reversing the decline will take sustained effort on multiple fronts. In 2012-13, we 
hope that the following initiatives will contribute materially to growing the community of (text) 
contributors: editor engagement features, editor engagement experiments, visual editor, 
internationalization, and site performance improvements.



Stabilize number of active editors (all projects except Commons) to 86,000 by July 1, 
2013 from 85,000 in March 2012.

Community portal 
redesign

1-2% increase in task 
conversion

Post-edit 
Feedback

+2% 2nd 
edit rate

Donor 
campaign

-
ACUX

+4% Reg 
rate

Getting 
Started
+1% 1st 
edit rate

Expected seasonal bump

Expected seasonal drop



Potential impact of 2H2013 Activities (Site Features)

● Impact of Echo (Notifications) unknown
● Flow (messaging) and Visual Editor impact expected in FY 2013-14 due to launch date



2012-13 Plan Targets: Mobile uploaders

Increase the number of contributors who make at least one upload to Wikimedia 
Commons from 18.6K in March 2012 to 25K in June 2013, including 1K mobile 
uploaders per month (from 0).
There is a huge opportunity to increase the number of people donating images to the 
projects. The number of contributors to Commons grew by about 25% from March 2011 to 
March 2012, compared with ~12% in the prior year. We attribute this to two factors: The 
upload usability improvements made by the WMF (rolled out in May 2011), and the very 
successful “Wiki Loves Monuments” competition run by a number of chapters in fall 2011. In 
2012-13, the WMF will for the first time provide a mobile app to support Wiki Loves 
Monuments, and will invest generally in mobile uploading and quality control. We will also 
continue to make usability and integration improvements to drive overall growth.



Increase the number of contributors who make at least one upload to Wikimedia 
Commons from 18.6K in March 2012 to 25K in June 2013, including 1K mobile 
uploaders per month (from 0).

● Wikimedia Commons: 
○ Supported WLM with Upload Wizard sprint. WLM led to spike of 33.6K 

uploaders in September 2012.
○ Implemented WebM, multi-resolution video, subtitle support, expanded 

media storage; experimental Flickr import
○ Hiring of MM team has been deferred until core priority teams are fully 

staffed. No expected work on further improvements until late FY.
○ Organic growth will likely not lead to 25K.

● Mobile uploads: Work is in progress. Too soon to tell whether 1K is 
achievable by June, but 80% focus of mobile team at this point. WLM app 
achieved 500 uploaders, so we do know we can get into the ballpark under 
the right conditions. 

○ Advertising to existing users could help reach mobile uploaders target 
without increasing community size.

2012-13 Plan Actuals: Mobile uploaders



First expected 
MM engineering 
hires

Does not take into account growth in mobile uploaders (too early to develop plausible projection),
not seasonally adjusted

Wiki Loves Monuments

Mobile uploading 
in beta



2012-13 Plan Targets: Global Ed

Continue to expand participation in the Global Education Program from 79 to 
150 classes with at least 50% female participation, leading to an increase in 
quality content added by students from 19M characters in 2011-12 to at least 
25M characters in 2012-13.
Professors assigning article-writing to their classes is a model that has generated 
lots of high-quality material for Wikipedia. In 2011-12, the WMF was able to grow 
the number of classes participating in the program from 33 (spring term 2011) to 
79 (spring term 2012), despite spending less than in the previous year. After 
executing well-documented pilots in India, Brazil and Egypt, our goal now is to use 
what we have learned from these pilots to establish sustainable programs in all 
three strategic target geographies by the end of 2012-13, making sure that our 
growth rate is both ambitious and aligned with the ability of the existing 
communities to support it. We will also be further supporting the successful 
programs in the U.S. and in Canada, while preparing to hand over those two 
programs entirely to the community by mid-2013. We assume that at least 50% of 
the new contributors (globally) will be women.



2012-13 Plan Actuals: Global Ed

Goal Target Actuals to date

Participation Expand participation per 
term from 79 to 150 classes 
by the end of June 2013

100 (fall 2012)
(basically on track)

Diversity At least 50% female 
participation average across 
countries

64% (average across 
countries as per surveys)

Quality Total amount of quality 
content added by students 
(over two terms) increases 
from 19M characters to at 
least 25M characters by the 
end of June 2013

approx. 12M characters as 
of January 2013 (fall 
classes still underway in 
Egypt and Brazil)







2012-13 Plan Targets (catalyst)

Increase active editors in priority geographies (India, Brazil and Arabic 
language region) by 800 active editors with focus on quality contributors 
that can help build small-to-medium sized projects and add diversity to 
larger projects rather than pure quantity.
Opportunity: Contribute to the growth of Indian EN:WP active editors from ~1,500 
to 1,750 by June 2013; Support five Indic language projects to expand their 
communities by at least 50% contributing to growth of at least 200 new editors on 
Indic language projects; Contribute to the growth of AR:WP active editors from 
~650 to 1,000 by June 2013; Contribute to the stabilization and growth of the 
Brazilian PT:WP active editor community from 1,500 to 1,700.

Narrowing Focus de-prioritized this



2012-13 Plan Targets: Mobile PVs

Reach 4 billion mobile page views per month by June 2013 with at least 15% 
from the Global South. Serve 200 million page views/month at no charge via 
Wikipedia Zero partners in the Global South.
Opportunity: Continue strong growth of mobile PVs worldwide, based on current 
trajectory. Currently, the Global South represents 12% of total mobile page views; 
15% represents accelerated growth in the Global South v. Global North in an 
environment of high growth across the board. We will initiate and launch 
partnerships with mobile operators representing 600 million subscribers in 
2012/13.  13% of these subscribers have mobile Internet today and we assume 
20% would read Wikipedia regularly (slightly lower than our global average WP 
penetration rate). This results in 15 million readers. Assume 12 
pageviews/month/reader based on data from Telefonica experience.



● Target: 4B, Projection: 3.5B Mobile Web, 14M Zero 
● Mobile Web Target based on 5.6% MoM (193% YoY) growth
● YTD growth 4.6% MoM (172% YoY) growth



Agenda

1. Recap 2012-13 plan basics: targets, finances/staffing, key 
activities Sue 15 minutes

2. Deep dives into programmatic departments: Product & 
Engineering and Grantmaking & Programs Erik, Anasuya, 
Frank 1 hour 45 minutes

LUNCH BREAK
3. Assessment of where we're at against plan: basics, 

activities and targets Sue, Erik, Frank 30 minutes
4. Learnings from 2012-13 thus far, and lookahead to our 

initial thinking about 2013-14 Sue 30 minutes
5. Questions and preliminary discussion All 30 minutes



Learnings and Lookahead: KEEP

● Narrowing focus is working and should be continued. 
There’s demand from many quarters to expand mandate 
and activities: we need to maintain a consistent counter-
pressure. Important to maintain a focus on activities that 
impact the on-site experience for readers and editors;

● Data-driven editor engagement interventions are starting 
to show real promise;

● Focus on mobile is correct, with good opportunities to 
expand global access to free knowledge;

● Focus on agile engineering practices and move towards 
continuous deployment is working;



Learnings and Lookahead: KEEP

● New quarterly reviews process is beginning to build 
accountability and discipline;

● WMF fundraising is effective, professional, and efficient. 
Fundraising tactics need to continue evolving because 
what's effective one year will later stop working;

● Providing legal defense and guidance in support of our 
community, including editors, works: it’s consistent with 
our values and mission, supports participation and builds 
loyalty and community;

● We need to maintain agility and capacity to take on 
projects like Wikivoyage that can help us increase service 
to readers and recruit new editors;

 



Learnings and Lookahead: KEEP

● We have built a good solid framework for grantmaking;
● Our emphasis on chapter compliance is successfully 

reducing risk to the movement;
● We need to continue to provide support for chapters in 

crisis, in order to protect Wikimedia’s reputation and help 
the movement evolve;

● We are becoming increasingly sophisticated from an 
analytics standpoint: this needs to continue;

● We need to continue to “walk the talk” of being an 
international organization: good H1B support; bank 
accounts in multiple countries; global network of legal 
supports; routinized translations, etc.

 



Learnings and Lookahead: STOP

● Narrowing Focus is effective: stopping a small number of 
projects is enabling better focus for the organization;

● We need to resist the temptation to launch new initiatives 
and to succumb to feature/scope creep in the initiatives 
we've got already underway;

● WMF staff need to stop volunteering to help with non-
priority projects, and managers need to do a better job of 
protecting their staff from casual requests for help;

● The WMF needs to stop submitting a restricted-grant type 
request to the FDC, which was confusing for them and 
deviated from what other entities did: instead we'll submit 
our annual plan plus a dollar request like everyone else;



Learnings and Lookahead: STOP

● We need to think about whether non-WMF Wikimedia 
organizations shifting from volunteer-driven to staff-driven 
is the best path. When you establish corporate structures 
& hire staff, scrutiny skyrockets, as do costs (e.g., office 
space and equipment, salaries, legal & audit fees), and 
sometimes volunteers shift from programmatic to 
bureaucratic functions. It's not clear that the results 
warrant the investment;

● We should stop defaulting towards reflexive approval of 
new registered entities. The onus should be on the 
proposers to establish why incorporation is beneficial;



Learnings and Lookahead: STOP

● We need to question our privileging of associations ahead 
of individuals. It’s natural to privilege associations 
(because they tend to have a stable identity, communicate 
fairly consistently, stage F2F meetings, etc.) but doing so 
undercuts the importance of the individual contributors 
who are the sites’ primary builders;

● We need to resist the temptation to rapidly flood the 
movement with money just because we have it. Entities 
ought to be achieving good programmatic bang-for-the-
buck to warrant funding.



Learnings and Lookahead: START

● Fundraising more flatly throughout the year will be 
operationally easier and more effective, will reduce risk 
and make planning easier, and will annoy readers less;

● Spinning out user experience and analytics into their own 
departments (from product development) will upwards-
prioritize all three disciplines;

● Frank leading a process for assessing the impact of 
Wikimedia programmatic activities will help programmatic 
people make better decisions about what to start and stop, 
and will equip the FDC and other grant-making bodies to 
better evaluate funding requests;



Learnings and Lookahead: START

● Anasuya leading a process for grant recipients to share 
learnings will help them evolve faster;

● Anasuya embedding the Wikimedia strategic priorities (e.
g., Global South and female editors) more deeply into our 
grantmaking will create alignment and impact there;

● We should expand the mandate for AffCom, asking it to be 
responsible not just for supporting the launch of new 
entities, but for their continued healthy development and 
oversight past launch. We should ask AffCom to begin 
including in its deliberations the question of “is a formal 
entity essential for this work, or could the work be done 
without incorporation”;



Learnings and Lookahead: START

● The Board should offer clear guidance to the FDC about 
its priorities for 2013-14;

● WMF managers and team leads need to be clearer about 
priorities, protect their staff from distractions, and ensure 
staff have the guidance and support they need to be 
effective;

● HR should lead a process of appreciative inquiry into what 
structures and systems are working well within WMF, to 
encourage departments and sub-departments to adopt 
good practices (from e.g., fundraising, mobile 
engineering).



Agenda

1. Recap 2012-13 plan basics: targets, finances/staffing, key 
activities Sue 15 minutes

2. Deep dives into programmatic departments: Product & 
Engineering and Grantmaking & Programs Erik, Anasuya, 
Frank 1 hour 45 minutes

LUNCH BREAK
3. Assessment of where we're at against plan: basics, 

activities and targets Sue, Erik, Frank 30 minutes
4. Learnings from 2012-13 thus far, and lookahead to our 

initial thinking about 2013-14 Sue 30 minutes
5. Questions and preliminary discussion All 30 minutes



Discussion

QUESTIONS AND 
DISCUSSION



● Anything you didn't understand?
● Anything surprising?
● What did you find troubling or exciting?

● Questions about the editor engagement 
work and what we are learning from it?



APPENDIX
PLAN RECAP



      2012-13 Plan – Key Activities (cont.)

Site Performance and Responsiveness: By end of Q4, reduce response times 
by 70ms for readers in Asia and West Coast US; reduce rendering times for typical 
featured articles by 75%.
Wikipedia Zero: Mobile partnerships with operators in the Global South to offer 
Wikipedia for no data charges to their users and generate interest in Wikipedia.
Fellowships: Short-term opportunities for Wikimedia community members to 
develop and support structured projects that help advance an important 
community goal (e.g., the Teahouse project).
India:  Catalyze the growth of the Wikimedia community in India to strengthen 
Indic and English language projects and expand access to Wikimedia’s free 
knowledge resources.
Brazil: Catalyze the growth of the Wikimedia community in Brazil to strengthen 
Portuguese language projects and expand access to Wikimedia’s free knowledge 
resources.



       2012-13 Plan – Key Activities (cont.)

Arabic Language Initiative: Catalyze the growth of the Wikimedia community in 
the Arabic language region to strengthen Arabic language projects and expand 
access to Wikimedia’s free knowledge resources.
Global Education: Improve the quality of knowledge in Wikimedia projects by 
enabling university students to contribute knowledge gained in their course work to 
Wikipedia.
FDC (Funds Dissemination Committee): Enable effective allocation of the 
movement’s funds to groups with projects that advance the movement’s mission 
and strategy.
Grants: Provide financial support to movement groups and individuals for projects, 
events and travel that advances the movement’s mission and strategy.
Global South Development: Cultivate and support groups and individuals within 
the community along with like-minded organizations to increase the people and 
resources available to catalyze community growth in Global South regions and 
countries.


